vMusic - End- User License Agreement

We highly recommend everyone who visits our site to read carefully and understand all the given terms
and conditions outlined on this End User License Agreement or otherwise known as the EULA. Our site
presents you with a lot of free extension license. Most of the extensions presented on our site are
licensed with GNU General Public License which means downloading software’s on our site will not cost
you any amount.
Should you feel the need to download any chosen extension’s, it is inevitable that there are some that
may require additional extension recommendations. In this case, it is the end users discretion of whether
to continue installing the desired extension or not. Please bear in mind too that in cases of extension
download issues that may arise, our team is not in any way accountable for it. Reading everything we
have outlined therefore is a must to ensure that your visit goes smoothly.

Terms of Use
As the end user or visitor of our site, you are highly urged to carefully review the policies of our site in
which the terms and conditions outlined serve as a legal bind between you as the end user and our site.
Before further using the extension’s we have presented on our site, you must first and foremost agree to
all our terms. Should you continue visiting our site and use our service, it only means that you have
agreed to our policies.

Privacy Control
Because we value our site visitors and end users, we ensure that the privacy of everyone is managed
accordingly. All personal information is safeguarded and will certainly not be visible to other users.
Collected information will not be used or traded but rather kept and will only be accessed in case we
need it to render a personalized service.

Restrictions for End Users
Some of the most important restrictions that end users must note are to avoid reverse engineering or the
process in which end users disassemble any extension’s for either personal or commercial purposes.
End users must not impose any rental fees mainly because our site presents free extension’s therefore
associated fees must not be imposed to be fair.
Also, end users must in no way do component separation of any presented features on our site. This
simply means that you must not separate a single extension from its other parts for all extension’s are
considered to be a whole or bundled product.

Extension
The extension presented on our site are free of charge and will not cost you any penny upon adding to
Chrome. However, please note that upon installation procedure of an extension and if any damage has
been caused to the end users personal computer or data, we hold no liabilities.

It is your personal choice to download programs and by continuing to use and visit our site only means
that you have accepted our terms or you can simply reject the agreement by logging out of our site.

